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Image source: google images
Screen capture taken 15 Feb. 2020
Loss & Destruction
• No material object will last forever.
• Loss, as an integral feature of our finite human life. is contingent.
• There is not always enough information to determine the human intention which 
reveals that loss was in fact destruction.
• Storage is always limited, and this also holds true for the hardware (i.e., servers) 
used for the storage of digital files, as it has material limitations, even it the 
storage capacity continues to exponentially increase.
• Perceptions of abundance and scarcity depend on context (cf. three hairs in a 
bowl of soup vs. three hairs on a bald head).
• Written text can be copied without any limitations ad infinitum, so that a 
damaged book or document can be replaced with a new copy whenever 
necessary.  The damaged book or document is discarded once the new copy is 
available.
• The cognitive challenge of recognizing gaps when confronted with too much 
information such as too many artefacts (i.e., cognitive overload is different from 
“too much information”). 
Terminology
• writing surface – that on which we write
• manuscript – hand-written artefact   
• book – a medium for written contents (non-fiction & fiction, religious & 
secular, pragmatic & literary); different formats (scroll, codex) but always a  
mobile, three-dimensional object
• handwriting – one technology for reproducing written language
• document – written text that is related to an administrative process




Map of Muslims in Africa, the Middle East and Asia, showing the distribution of Sunni and 
Shiʿi Muslims in the 1990s:
http://www.lib.utexas.edu/Libs/PCL/Map_collection/world_maps/Muslim_Distribution.jpg
downloaded from the website of Alan Godlas, University of Georgia at http://islam.uga.edu/countries.html011 (4 Dec. 2011)
Jean Doresse (b. 1917), Coptic MSS, written on papyrus and dated 3rd and 4th century CE, known as Nag Hammadi codices 
photographic b/w print, no date, first published in 1959
Claremont Graduate University,  School of Religion, Institute for Antiquity and Christianity, Nag Hammadi Archive
nha00001.tif
Image Source: Claremont Colleges Digital Library 
http://ccdl.libraries.claremont.edu/cdm/landingpage/collection/nha
Dioscurides, De materia medica
MS gr.
parchment
h = n/a (folio)
Constantinople
no date (ca. 515 CE)
Vienna, ÖNB, Cod. Vind. med. gr. 1 
(known as “Juliana Anicia Codex”,
was  known as “Vienna Dioscurides”)
fol. 83a
Image source: Wikimedia
Quran, fragment, MS arab.
papyrus and fragment of string , 7 x 18 cm
no place (Egypt), no date (not before 700)
Durham, N. C., Duke University, Rubenstein Library, P. Duk. inv. 274, fol.a




h = 32 cm
no place
no date (8th century CE)






w = about 31 cm, cropped
no place (Egypt?)
no date (14th century CE)
Columbia, RBML, Smith Or 84 
Image source: 
Columbia University, RBML 
Image source: https://www.google.com/maps (screen capture taken 9 October 2021) 




Image Source: Simon Barcham Green, “Featured Moulds 48 M044 F J Head Laid Royal,” Papermaking Moulds (blog),
10 February 2012,
https://papermoulds.typepad.com/simon-barcham-greens-pap/2012/02/featured-moulds-48-m044-f-j-head-laid.html






h = n/a (quarto?)
no place 
Dhū al-qaʿda 252 / begins 13 Nov. 866
Leiden, Or. 298 
Image source: 
Leiden University Libraries 
http://hdl.handle.net/1887.1/item:2000455






h = n/a (quarto?)
no place 
Dhū al-qaʿda 252 / begins 13 Nov. 866
Leiden, Or. 298 
Image source: 










The impact of metonymy: Invisibility
Thesis 1: paper as writing surface is made invisible because in everyday 
speech we use “paper” as stand-in for “written contents”
• paper is invisible because a writing surface is mere background for 
the display of written contents 
• changes in writing surfaces are not disruptive because they do not 
challenge the primacy of the written contents  
Thesis 2: paying attention to paper inverts the power relationship 
between background and foreground (cf. deconstruction) 
• the particular material reality of paper anchors the seemingly 
immaterial written contents in a specific historical moment

WAM MS W.580
• the twelfth-century author Qadi Iyad is from the port city Ceuta (Ar. Sabta), 
today a Spanish enclave in Morocco
• Arabic work about the life of the Prophet Muhammad
• a fragment, as this is only the third volume of a four-volume set
• stylistically a manuscript from North Africa (Maghreb)
• water-marked paper from fifteenth-century Italy
Mobility – no details known
• marginal notes and seal impression document that in the sixteenth century 
the manuscript was in the Ottoman imperial library in Istanbul
• discharged from the imperial library and given as endowment (Ar. waqf) to 
another library, as documented by erased inscriptions on flyleaf
Mobility – no details known









Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France 
MS arabe 5847
Image source: BNF’s Gallica
http://gallica.bnf.fr/

Sultan Murad III (r. 1574-1595) 
In his library
RIGHT SIDE
Turkish almanac determining auspicious days
Morgan MS turk. M.788, fol. 6b
h. =  21.4 cm
dated ca. 1582
Image Source:
The Morgan Library & Museum
https://harvardartmuseums.org/art/215652
LEFT SIDE
fragment from a Turkish translation of a work 
about marvels and miracles 
HAM MS turk. acc.no 1985.219.2














illustration ascribed to Naqshī (fl., Istanbul, 
1603–1622):
Firdawsī (d. 1020 or 1025) approaches the poets 
at the court of Sultan Maḥmūd (d. 1030)
New York Public Library 




Ignatius Mouradgea d’Ohsson (1740–1807), 
Tableau général de l’Empire othoman, 3 vols., Paris 1787, 1790, and 1820
h = 53 cm (measurement of the large paper copy in Columbia’s RBML)
vol. 1, unnumbered page  with two plates, detail
plate  39, “Format de livres turcs”
Unidentified teaser on a 2013 conference website of 
the Center for the History of Arabic  Studies in Europe (CHASE), 
Warburg Institute, London 


ʿIyāḍ b. Mūsā (d. 1149),  Al-Shifāʾ
Columbia University Libraries, RBML MS arab. X893.7 M723 , purchased from Luzac, 1898 
MS arab.,  paper, 21 x 13 cm, scribal colophon without date or place
composite copy with complete text 
Fragments of an unidentified gloss on Bayḍāwī, d. 716  (?),
Anwār al-tanzīl wa-asrār al-taʾwīl
Columbia University RBML MS arab. Jeffrey 47, purchased from Mrs. Arthur Jeffrey, early 1960s 
MS arab.,  paper, small 4o,  





h = n/a (quarto?)
no date (17th–18 th cent.)
no place
Oxford, Bodleian, Elliot 5 

Folio  from  Gulshan Album
Freer Gallery of Art 
F1956.12
paper
43 x 27 cm
India
fol. a: “Chained Elephant," ca.1590,
borders added ca. 1600
Image Source:  http://www.asia.si.edu/
Private collection of about 1,500 MSS in Arabic script, offered for 
sale by the family to the bibliographer of Middle East and Islamic 
Studies of Columbia Libraries, Winter 2011
Uzbek Zawiye, East Jerusalem
Photograph by EsraGül Battal Bayraktar, December 2012 or January 2013 
Image Source: Islam Listserv of the American Academy of Religion
Book shelves in a private library, 
Chinguetti, Mauretania
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